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Abstract

The ballistic performance of 17 penetrator materials, representing 5 distinct steel alloys treated to various
hardnesses along with one tungsten alloy, has been investigated. Residual lengths and velocities, as well as the
ballistic limit velocities, were determined experimentally for each of the alloy types for length-to-diameter
(¸/D) ratio 10 projectiles against "nite-thick armor steel targets. The target thickness normalized by the
projectile diameter (¹/D) was 3.55. For some of the projectile types, a harder target, with the same thickness,
was also used. It was found that the ballistic limit velocity decreases signi"cantly when the projectile hardness
exceeds that of the target. Numerical simulations are used to investigate some of the observed trends. It is
shown that the residual projectile length is sensitive to projectile hardness; the numerical simulations
reproduce this experimental observation. However, the observed trend in residual velocity as a function of
projectile hardness is not reproduced in the numerical simulations unless a material model is invoked. It is
assumed that the plastic work per unit volume is approximately a constant, that is, there is a trade o!
between strength and ductility. Using this model, the numerical simulations reproduce the experimentally
observed trend. ( 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is well known that ballistic performance of semi-in"nite targets, as measured by the depth of
penetration P normalized by the initial projectile length ¸, is a strong function of target hardness,
e.g., Ref. [1,2]. According to analytical models, ballistic performance also increases as the projectile
strength is increased, although the increase in performance is relatively insensitive to projectile
strength. Grabarek [3,4] conducted a study that investigated the e!ect of projectile hardness on
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1Critical yaw is de"ned as the value of striking yaw at which the tail of the projectile just touches the side wall of the
penetration channel [9].

ballistic performance against a thin armor steel plate, and the results were commensurate with the
intuitive feeling that a stronger projectile penetrates better than a weaker projectile.

However, in recent years, it has been demonstrated that projectile deformation mechanics and
projectile material failure near the projectile}target interface are important operative mechanisms
for ballistic performance with respect to the projectile [5}8]. As the strength of a material is
increased, e.g., through heat treating, the material generally becomes less ductile, and the #ow and
deformation behavior of the material is changed; and as already indicated, changes in penetrator
deformation behavior a!ect ballistic performance. A comprehensive experimental program, re-
ported herein, was conducted at the Ernst-Mach-Institut (EMI) to investigate the e!ect of
projectile hardness on the ballistic limit velocity and residual projectile properties (velocity and
length). Numerical simulations are used to complement the experiments.

2. The experiments

The experiments were conducted at the EMI. Projectiles were fabricated from a variety of steels,
and for comparison purposes, one tungsten alloy. All projectiles were cylindrical with a #at nose,
with a length ¸ of 5.80 cm, and a diameter D of 0.58 cm (¸/D 10). Five steels were used to fabricate
the projectiles; additionally, within each of the steel types, the steels were heat treated to di!erent
hardnesses. Including the tungsten-alloy projectile, 17 di!erent material and/or hardness projectile
types were used for the test series. The density and Vickers hardness were determined for each
projectile type. The tensile strength, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), and the strain at failure were
determined for some of the steels and the tungsten alloy. The properties are listed in Table 1.

The targets consisted of two di!erent armor steels, designated RHA1 and RHA2, with di!erent
hardnesses. The plate thickness ¹ was 2.06 cm; thus, ¹/D for the experiments was 3.55. Material
properties of the two target steels are also given in Table 1.

Experiments were conducted at 03 obliquity; impact inclination was less than the critical yaw
angle for all test data.1 The impact velocity <

P
and the residual velocity <

R
were determined by

#ash radiography. <
R
/<

P
versus <

P
are plotted for 5 of the 17 projectile types in Fig. 1. Closed

symbols represent data against the RHA1 target steel, and open symbols against the RHA2 steel.
The curve "ts, denoted by the lines, will be discussed below. The ballistic limit velocity <

BL
was

estimated for each of the 17 penetrator types into the RHA1 target material. <
BL

was also
determined for the "rst two steel types and the tungsten alloy into the RHA2 material. These
values, along with their uncertainties, are given in Table 1.

3. Analysis of experimental data

The ballistic limit velocities (Table 1), are nearly identical for the two target materials, within the
estimate of the uncertainty. At "rst, this appears to be contradictory since it is well known that
penetration e$ciency is a strong function of target hardness [1,2]. However, the `weakera target
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Table 1
Material Properties and <

BL

Material Density
(g/cm3)

Vickers
Hardness
(kg/mm2)

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

UTS
(MPa)

Elongation
(%)

<
BL

RHA1
(m/s)

<
BL

RHA2
(m/s)

Steel 1 7.85 212$10 495$10 565$10 16.2$0.7 1415$20 1395$15
Steel 1 7.85 425$15 1290$10 1440$10 28.3 1395$15 1405$15
Steel 2 7.85 465$15 1530$10 1575$10 13.0$0.5 1405$15 1400$20
Steel 2 7.85 750$15 2465$10 2555$20 7. 1280$20 1280$15
Steel 3 7.85 527$10 * * * 1380$10 *

Steel 3 7.85 562$10 * * * 1338$5 *

Steel 3 7.85 600$10 * * * 1327$14 *

Steel 3 7.85 640$10 * * * 1320$5 *

Steel 4 8.20 260$10 635$10 855$10 19.5$1.5 1410$10 *

Steel 4 8.20 280$10 * * * 1390$5 *

Steel 4 8.20 340$10 * * * 1385$5 *

Steel 4 8.20 440$10 * * * 1385$5 *

Steel 4 8.20 525$10 * * * 1380$5 *

Steel 4 8.20 550$10 1440$10 1800$10 11$1 1357$10 *

Steel 5 8.83 227$10 * * * 1382$10 *

Steel 5 8.83 286$10 * * * 1352$10 *

D17 17.0 300$10 580$10 807$8 11. 940$15 940$15
RHA1 7.85 486$10 1350$20 1430$20 8$1 * *

RHA2 7.85 550$10 1510$25 1620$25 6$1 * *

Fig. 1. Residual velocity, normalized by the impact velocity, versus impact velocity.

material (RHA1) is more ductile than the stronger material. Crater pro"les for the two target
materials at approximately the same impact velocities are shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2a, the penetration depth is greater and there is considerable bulging of the back of the
target for the RHA1 material as compared to the RHA2 material, consistent with expectations. At
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Fig. 2. Crater pro"les for the Steel 2, HV750 projectile into the RHA1 and RHA2 targets.

just above the ballistic limit velocity, which is 1280 m/s for both materials with this projectile type,
it is seen that a `chunka of target material has failed and separated from the back of the RHA2
target, Fig. 2b; a bulge persists in the RHA1 target. At higher impact velocities, the RHA1 target
also loses the bulged region due to failure, but the failed region at the rear of the target is not as
extensive as it is for the RHA2 material, Fig. 2c. This damaged region at the rear of the target is
even more noticeable for the D17 target (not shown). Thus, it is concluded that the harder RHA2
steel target impedes penetration more than RHA1 target material at the beginning of penetration,
but the RHA2 target material then loses its ballistic performance advantage over the RHA1 target
material because of di!erences in failure at the rear target surface during breakout. Thus, the two
target materials have essentially the same ballistic limit velocity for the ¹/D ratio of the experi-
ments. This experimental result is geometry speci"c; it would not be expected that the two target
materials would have nearly equal ballistic limit velocities for other ¹/D ratios.

The residual lengths of the projectiles after exiting the targets were also measured from the #ash
radiographs. ¸

R
/¸ versus <

P
are plotted in Fig. 3 for 6 of the 17 projectile types; the results for the

two target steels are again shown as the closed and opened symbols, respectively. A least-squares
cubic polynomial was used to highlight the trends. The experimental results show that the residual
length is a strong function of projectile hardness.
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Fig. 3. Normalized residual projectile length versus impact velocity.

Lambert and Jonas [4] suggested an equation for the residual velocity in terms of the impact
velocity and ballistic limit velocity:

<
R
"G

a(<m
P
!<m

BL
)1@m, <

P
'<

BL
,

0, <
P
4<

BL
,

(1)

where <
BL

is the ballistic limit velocity. Regression analysis is used to determine the three curve "t
parameters, a, m, and <

BL
. Eq. (1) can be rearranged into the form:

<
R
<

BL

"aCA
<

P
<

BL
B

m
!1D

1@m
. (2)

The form of Eq. (2) suggests that the <
R
/<

BL
should be plotted versus <

P
/<

BL
, and this is done in

Fig. 4 for all 17 projectile types; a di!erent symbol is used to denote each of the 6 distinct materials
(5 steels and one tungsten alloy). It is observed that all the experimental data collapse very nicely to
a single curve. Instead of running a regression analysis to "nd the three parameters of the
Lambert}Jonas equation, a least-squares regression analysis of the form:

<
R
<

BL

"(a
1
x2#a

2
x#a

3
x0.5)/(x#1), x"

<
P

<
BL

!1, x42.5 (3)

as suggested by Grabarek [3], was performed. The a
i
's are: a

1
"0.90, a

2
"1.3, and a

3
"1.6, which

are slightly di!erent than the values determined by Grabarek. The correlation coe$cient r2 is
0.994, and the "tted standard error is 0.042. The fact that the coe$cients found by Grabarek are
very similar, using a completely di!erent data set including di!erent ¹/D ratios, suggests that
Eq. (3) provides a generalized equation for long-rod data. The solid line in Fig. 4 is the regression
"t. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (3) by <

BL
/<

P
gives:

<
R
<

P

"(a
1
x2#a

2
x#a

3
x0.5)/(x#1)2, x42.5, (4)
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Fig. 4. Residual velocity, normalized by the ballistic limit velocity, versus a reduced impact velocity.

where the a
i
's have already been determined. The lines in Fig. 1 were generated using Eq. (4) and

<
BL

for each of the speci"c materials.
The ballistic limit velocities with their uncertainties for the seventeen projectiles and two target

types are plotted versus projectile hardness in Fig. 5. The dotted vertical lines represent the
hardnesses of the two target steels, although it has already been noted that because of failure of the
plate at breakout, the harder steel target behaves, in an average sense, essentially similar to the less
hard target material. It is observed that the ballistic limit velocity drops signi"cantly when the
projectile hardness is greater than the target hardness.

4. Numerical simulations

The Eulerian wavecode CTH [10] was used to conduct a parametric study to investigate the
e!ect of projectile hardness on the residual lengths and velocities of the projectile. The simulations
were for the same geometry as the experiments, i.e., a ¸/D 10 projectile impacting a target with
a ¹/D of 3.55. It is known from previous work [11] that failure at breakout is not treated
accurately, and so the simulations can only approximate the mechanics at the ballistic limit.
However, it was demonstrated that the simulations capture the sensitivity of results near the
ballistic limit velocity. A procedure as outlined by Zukas and Gaskill [12] could be used to
calculate the ballistic limit velocity, but an alternative approach was adopted. An impact velocity of
1500 km/s was selected for the study, which is above the ballistic limit velocity for all the steel
materials by &100}200 m/s. The calculated projectile residual velocities and lengths were then
compared to the experimentally measured values.

The lack of accurate constitutive constants precludes exact quantitative calculations. However,
simulations can be used to investigate the trends observed experimentally. The #ow stress of the
materials was calculated from the Johnson}Cook [13] constitutive model. An estimate of the #ow
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Fig. 5. Ballistic limit velocity versus projectile hardness (Vickers).

stress was obtained from the hardness using the relationship that >"HVg/3, where > is the #ow
stress, HV is the Vickers hardness, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. If the tensile and
ultimate strengths are averaged for the materials in Table 1, then the calculated Vickers hardness is
generally within 10% of the measured value. The strain hardening and strain-rate hardening
coe$cients were set to zero in the Johnson}Cook model, but the thermal softening term was
retained. The target plate was modeled with a #ow stress of 1.65 GPa, and the #ow stress (>

1
) of the

steel projectiles was varied parametrically from 0.75 to 2.25 GPa in increments of 0.25 GPa. This
nominally corresponds to a range of HV from 280 to 700, which covers the interesting range of
hardnesses displayed in Fig. 5.

Material plots of 6 of the computational results are shown at 75 ls in Fig. 6; the very dark
material represents projectile material, and the lighter colored material represents target material.
It is clearly evident that the length of the residual projectile increases with increasing projectile
strength, in agreement with the experimental results.

The normalized residual length and normalized residual velocity are plotted versus projectile
strength in Fig. 7. Experimental data for di!erent projectiles were grouped by approximately the
same impact velocity. Open symbols denote <

R
/< and closed symbols denote ¸

R
/¸. The octagons

connected by the lines represent the computational results. As already observed, for constant
impact velocity, the residual length of the projectile increases with increased projectile strength for
both the experiments and the computations. The experimental data also show that the residual
velocity increases with an increase in projectile strength. This observation is consistent with
a decrease in the ballistic limit velocity with an increase in projectile strength. In contrast, the
numerical simulations show a decrease in residual velocity with an increase in projectile strength.
The Steel 3 material may be an exception to these observations; within the data scatter, both <

R
/<

and ¸
R
/¸ appear to be relative constant over the range of projectile strengths investigated.

The numerical simulations can be used to understand the underlying cause for the computa-
tional trend that shows <

R
/< decreases with increasing projectile strength. The penetration (nose)
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Fig. 6. Numerical simulations of the experiment: Parametric study of increasing projectile strength (t"75 ls).

Fig. 7. Normalized residual velocities and normalized residual lengths versus projectile strength.

and tail velocities for two of the simulations (>
1
"1.0 and 2.25 GPa) are plotted as a function of

nose position in Fig. 8. The stronger projectile initially penetrates the target at a higher velocity.
The tail of the projectile decelerates due to elastic waves [14,15]; the step decreases are easily
discernible in the "gure. The step *v is given by *v"2>

1
/oc, where o is the density and c is the bar

wave speed of the projectile material. The density used in the simulations for the steel projectiles
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Fig. 8. Penetration and tail velocities versus nose position (x"0 is the back surface of the target).

2 In a semi-in"nite target, the depth of penetration increased from 1.25 cm (P/¸"0.22) to 1.90 cm (P/¸"0.33) as
>

1
increased from 750 to 1250 MPa. For >

1
of 1750 MPa, the depth of penetration was 1.91 cm, so the higher initial

penetration velocities resulting from increased projectile strength were o!set by larger deceleration waves. Penetration
decreased slightly to 1.85 cm (P/¸"0.32) for >

1
"2250 MPa.

was 7.84, and the elastic wave speed is approximately 5200 m/s. Thus, for >
1
"2.25 GPa, *v is

calculated to be 110 m/s; and for >
1
"1.0 GPa, *v is 50 m/s. These are the magnitudes of the step

decreases in the tail velocities in Fig. 8. Therefore, as strength increases, the projectile undergoes
a larger deceleration because of its strength.2 Thus, according to the simulations, the residual
velocity decreases as projectile strength increases. (The nose and tail velocities `#ip #opa for the
>

1
"2.25 GPa simulation after perforation, that is, the nose is going slightly faster than the tail.

This is the result of elastic waves giving a di!erential particle velocity within the projectile; the
amplitude of this di!erential is approximately 110 m/s. These nose and tail velocities will oscillate
about a mean velocity if the simulation is calculated further in time. Similarly, there is an oscillation
for the >

1
"1.0 GPa case, but the simulation results are not plotted far enough out to see this

oscillation; additionally, the oscillation is smaller in magnitude. The same e!ect can be observed
in Fig. 11.)

But why the discrepancy between the simulations and the experimental results for <
R
/< as

a function of >
1
? Both the target and projectile are considered to be `in"nitelya ductile in the

simulations. As already pointed out in the introduction, it has been demonstrated that projectile
#ow deformation and failure can signi"cantly change penetration response. We speculate that the
harder materials are more brittle (the strain-to-failure values in Table 1 support this supposition),
and thus, as the projectile material is made stronger, it cannot support as large a hydrodynamic
(mushroom) head. This leads to a smaller penetration cavity and a more e$cient penetrator,
including a lower ballistic limit velocity. Simulations, where the projectile strain-to-failure was
parametrically varied, predict deeper penetration into a semi-in"nite target as the strain-to-failure
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is decreased [16], which is consistent with the postulated explanation. We will investigate the role
of projectile strain-to-failure for "nite-thick targets in a following section.

5. Dependence of residual velocity on residual length

Before proceeding with an investigation of the cause of the discrepancy, a simple model can be
used to demonstrate that the residual velocity is a weak function of residual projectile length. The
tail of the rod moves with a velocity v while the penetration velocity is u. It is shown in Ref. [14]
that the velocity changes from u to v approximately linearly over a distance of 1.5}2.0 projectile
diameters. For convenience, we will use sD, where 1.54s42.0 to describe this distance. Although
breakout is not instantaneous, for purposes of the simple model it will be assumed that it is. After
perforation, the residual projectile comes to an equilibrium velocity, as shown in Fig. 8. Conserva-
tion of momentum permits an estimate of the residual velocity of the rod:

<
R
"

(1!d)<
P
[¸

R
/D!s]#

s
2

[u#(1!d)<
P
]

¸
R

/D
"

(1!d)<
P
[¸

R
/D!s/4]

¸
R

/D
, (5)

where the following approximations have been assumed: (1) elastic deceleration of the tail velocity
v is given by (1!d)<

1
where 04d(1.0, and (2) the second equality holds for like-into-like

material where the penetration velocity is one-half of the impact velocity, i.e., u"v/2. Rearranging
Eq. (5) and taking the derivative with respect to ¸

R
/D gives:

L(<
R

/<
P
)

L(¸
R

/D)
"

0.25(1!d)s
(¸

R
/D)2

. (6)

Note that *(<
R

/<
P
) goes as the inverse square with the normalized residual length and thus there is

a weak dependence of the residual velocity on a change in the residual length until ¸
R

/D becomes
small. Physically, this is because most of the projectile moves with the tail velocity and only a small
portion of the projectile is moving at a lesser velocity; therefore, it takes a large change in the
residual length to e!ect signi"cantly the residual velocity. Although this model is overly simplistic,
it still provides a reasonable "rst estimate for the change in <

R
/<

P
for a change in ¸

R
/D. For

example, from the experiments (Fig. 3), at 1700 m/s, ¸
R

is 4D for Steel 4 (HV550), and 3D for Steel
4 (HV260). Using Eq. (6), with s"1.8 and d"0.2, an estimate for *(<

R
/<

P
) is calculated to be 0.03.

Thus, with <
R

/<
P

approximately 0.75 at 1700 m/s, the normalized residual velocity changes only
4% for a 25% decrease in residual rod length, in good agreement with the experimental data.

6. In6uence of projectile strain-to-failure

Numerical simulations, again using CTH, were conducted to investigate the e!ects of projectile
material failure as a function of accumulated equivalent plastic strain. When the equivalent plastic
strain reaches a user-speci"ed value e

&
, the shear strength is set to zero. The Johnson}Cook damage

model [17] has been implemented into CTH. This model was used with all the damage coe$cients
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Fig. 9. Normalized residual velocities and normalized residual lengths versus projectile strain-to-failure (>
1
"1.5 GPa).

set to zero except for the "rst one, which was then varied parametrically. The "rst parametric study
consisted of holding the projectile #ow stress constant at 1.5 GPa while varying the strain-to-
failure for the projectile (no strain-to-failure was speci"ed for the target material). The normalized
residual projectile lengths and velocities are plotted in Fig. 9; the open symbols denoted normalized
residual velocities, and the closed symbols denote the normalized residual projectile lengths. By
e
&
of 4.0, the values of <

R
/< and ¸

R
/¸ are the same for when the failure strain is set to in"nity. It is

observed, except for low values of e
&
, that ¸

R
/¸ decreases as a function of the failure strain. <

R
/< is

more dependent on the failure strain than ¸
R
/¸.

At this point, to carry the analysis further, material behavior is idealized. It is assumed that the
speci"c plastic work (plastic work per unit volume) available is approximately a constant. In other
words, the area under the stress}strain curve is assumed to be constant. This assumption is
commensurate with the observation that as the yield strength of a material is increased, the
material generally becomes less ductile. Although real material response is more complicated than
this idealized response, this prescription provides a reasonable and very approximate "rst-order
material model.

The values >
1
"1.5 GPa and e

&
"100% give computational values for <

R
/< and ¸

R
/¸ that

agree with the experimental data shown in Fig. 7. The product >
1
e
&
is the plastic work per unit

volume, and is equal to 1.5 GJ/m3 for the speci"c values of >
1

and e
&
.

A "nal computational parametric study was performed where >
1

was varied subject to the
constraint that the product >

1
e
&
remains a constant (1.5 GJ/m3); the results are shown in Fig. 10.

The agreement between the simulations and the experimental data as a function of projectile #ow
stress is excellent, particularly since the constitutive behavior of the projectile material has been
idealized (the #ow stresses were assumed constant, the available speci"c work was also assumed to
be a constant).

The nose and tail velocities for the same two examples shown in Fig. 8 are replotted in Fig. 11,
but now with the constraint that the speci"c plastic work is constant. The elastic decrements in the
tail velocities are the same as in Fig. 8. Initially, for the "rst 0.5 cm or so of penetration, the
penetration velocities in Fig. 11 are the same as those in Fig. 8. However, as the projectile nose
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Fig. 10. Normalized residual velocities and normalized residual lengths versus projectile strength; >
1
e
&
"1.5 MJ/m3.

assumes a hydrodynamic-like shape, the e!ect of the failure strain is manifested; the projectile with
a "nite erosion strain penetrates faster. Since the projectile penetrates faster, there is less erosion,
and therefore the length of the projectile is greater at the same point of penetration. Additionally,
faster penetration also means that it takes less time for the projectile to perforate the target, and
thus less time for decelerating waves to reduce the tail velocity. These e!ects contribute to a higher
residual velocity. The residual velocity for the 1-GPa projectile increased from 0.95 to 1.07 km/s, an
increase of 12%. For the 2.25-GPa projectile, the residual velocity increased from 0.65 km/s to
approximately 1.08 km/s, an increase of 66%. The e!ect of including a failure strain criterion for
projectile response is thus much larger for the stronger projectile.

7. Summary

A large number of experiments were conducted to determine the e!ect of projectile strength on
ballistic performance into a "nite-thick steel target. Residual velocities, residual lengths, and
ballistic limit velocities were determined for 17 di!erent projectiles. It was found that the ballistic
limit velocity was relatively independent of projectile hardness until the hardness exceeds that of
the target, whereupon <

BL
decreases signi"cantly. It was found that the residual length of the

projectile increases measurably with increasing projectile hardness both experimentally and in
numerical simulations. However, the simulations predict, for a very ductile projectile, that the
residual velocity should decrease with increasing projectile strength because of the deceleration of
the tail, which is directly proportional to projectile strength. Experimental evidence is counter to
this "nding. In particular, the results of experiments showed that the residual velocity either
increased or remained approximately constant as the projectile strength was increased. Thus, the
results of the numerical simulations indirectly suggest that the improved ballistic performance of
harder projectiles (e.g., harder projectiles producing a lower <

BL
) is a consequence of the details of

projectile deformation and failure and not the projectile strength, per se.
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Fig. 11. Penetration and tail velocities versus nose position for constant >
1
e
&
. (x"0 is the back surface of the target).

The e!ects of a "nite strain-to-failure for the projectile were then investigated numerically. It was
demonstrated that projectile residual lengths and velocities depend upon the value of the failure
strain. Assuming that the plastic work per unit volume that can be absorbed by the projectile
material before failure is a constant, then a relationship exists between the failure strain and the
projectile strength. Using a value of 1.5 GJ/m3 for the product >

1
e
&
, the results of the simulations

were in excellent agreement with the experimental data. This study demonstrates that details of the
deformation #ow of the projectile (in the study here, through a failure strain) a!ect projectile
response and penetration e$ciency.
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